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SUMMARY

An analytical investigation of the effactiveness of water injection
for engine-inlet matching and thrust augmentation was mgde at Mach num-
bers from 1.5 to 2.0. One-dimensional equations for complete evaporation
in a constant-mea channel were a~lied to a fixed-geometry inlet, and
its flight performance was compared with bypass and translating-spike
inlets.

no-spillage engine-inlet matching was achieved over the Mach number
range studied with msximum liquid-air ratios of about 0.03. Augmented
thrust due to injection ranged from 17 to 56 percent high= than that of
the best performing variable-geometry inlet. However, the specific im-
pulse (thrust/(lb)(sec of liquid consumption)) of the water-injection in-
let configuration was considerably lower than that of the bypass inlet
and about equal to that of a fixed-geometry configuration without water
injection. The total liquid consumed by the water-in~ection system, at
matching, was one-half to two and one-half times greater than the bypass
inlet configuration.

Because of the cooling effect on the air entering the turbojet en-
gine, it was found that the maximum allowable flight speed of a
temperature-limited turbojet engine (Mach 2.0 in tropopause) could be
increased by 25 percent, while the cruise sLtitude of the bypass inlet
system could be increased from 55,000 to 60,000 feet and for a fixed in-
let, from 55,000 to 67,(XI0feet.

INTRODUCTION

High-speed tircraft operating at sWersonic speeds with fixed-
geometry inlets spill large amounts of air when the inlet capacity ex-
ceeds that required by the engine. This condition imposes high drags upon
the airplane. In order to provide engine-inlet matching to prevent such
mass flow spillage and the attendant drsgs, much mechanical complication
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has been introduced. Many current desigbs provide umving compression
surfaces and bypass flow systems which, @ general, increase airframe
complexity, add considerable dry weight} and present difficult control
problems. Less complex solutions to the’matching problem sre desirable.

One method whereby engine-inlet air~low.n@ching mqf be achieved
with reduced mechanical coqlication is to utilize-the principle of heat
exchange in the subsonic diffuser of the!air-induction system. Since
the relation between the aero-c and~mechanical rotative speeds of
a turbojet engine is varied by changing the inlet airflow temperature,
either evaporative cooling or heat trans er from the internal airstream

~ ,.

ahead of the engine may be utilized to ~intain this relation constant
over a tide airspeed range. References ~ a@ 2 propose employing this” “
principle.at subsonic and supersonic speeds<to achieve thrust augmenta-
tion. The merits of the system for supe$son~c engine-inlet airflow tikch- -
ing, as well as thrust augmentation, ap~le= considerable; and a compar-
ative study with existing fixed- and varliable-geometryinlets was therefore
undertaken.

-.

Analysis of water injection in a t@ical supersonic inlet of a cur-
rent turbojet engine was performed for Mach numbers up to 2.6 and alti-
tudes up to 55$000 feet. Inlet airflow %riation with various liquid-air
ratios was established from one-dimensional analysis for complete evapora-
tion in a constant-area stresm, and the ,effecton engine-inlet matching
was evsluated in terms of
liquid specific impulse.
was also determined.

The symbols employed

—.
—

.—
.

.
comparative net propulsive thrust and total .

The expected improvement in maximum altitude’
.

ME’IHODSOF AN~YSIS

in the analysis ere

-
b

listed in appendix A.
=-

The basic system anelyzed is shown :schematicallyin figure 1. It
consists of an axially symnetric nacelle with a 25° half-angle conical

-.

spike, a turbojet engine with ef’terburner,and a fully expanded exhaust
nozzle. Representative on-design fixed+iriietperformance was assumed to

.

~ = 2.0, and above this value the performance of a fixed inlet designed “‘-“ –
for %=2 was assumed. To this basi~ system was added (for analysis)
evaporation water cooling in the subson+c diffuser between stations 1 and
2. Also analyzed for comparative purposes was the basic system with first
a bypass added for matching the airflow$ and then a translating spike,

.-

For th: case of water injection in~the diffuser, one-dimensional
water injection and evaporation were as+umed between stations 1 and 2.
The one-dimensional analysis for complete evaporation is presented in

.

appendix B} and the results of this analysis are plotted on figure 2.
.

a

The method of engine-inlet airflow!matchingwith water injection is
somewhat different than the
in appendix C.

conventionally-usedtechnique and is discussed =.
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The performance comparison between inlets is based on changes in net
propulsive thrust, total liquid consumption, specific impulse, and in-
creases in msximum altitude of a typical vehicle on which these inlets
maybe used. The net propulsive thrust Fn was computed by the method

outlined in reference 3. Pumping data for atypical current high-speed
turbojet engine were assumed, and the actual rise in total pressure due
to water injection for computing thrust was neglected so that the answers
are somewhat conservative. Both the afterburner total-pressure ratio and
the combustion efficiency were maintained at 0.90. For complete sfter-
burningj an exhaust temperature of 32C0° R was assumed. (To provide a
more realistic performance courparison~partial afterburning and also no
afterburning were aasumed for some flight conditions.)

In evaluating the aerodynamic drag forces on the nacelle system,
only the spillage drag in the propulsive thrust parameter Fn - Ds was

considered. Thus, D~ is defined as the drag force on the nacelle at the

operating point being considered minus the basic drag force at critical
inlet flow for the same flight condition. For the bypass case, Ds rep-

resents the added drag due to bypassing the excess inlet airflow.

The specific liquid impulse is a measure of the efficiency of a pro-
pulsion system and is indicative of the airplane range possible with a
given liquid load. For the water-injection case, the liquid consumption
included both water and fuel. Without water injection$ only fuel con-
sumption is considered.

At cruise conditions for a given vehicle, an increase in engine
thrust generally results not only in an increase in msximum speed but also
raises the maximum altitude at which the vehicle can operate as well.
Estimates were therefore made of the improvement possible over a fixed in-
let at altitudes of 45}000 and 552000 feet.by utilizing bypass matching
alone and the fixed inlet in combination with evaporative cooling as a
matching technique. For simplicity only, the change in thrust was con-
sidered and no specific airplane configuration had to be assumed. The
cruise drag of each configuration was taken equal to the net propulsive
thrust of the fixed-geometry inlet system so that the increased altitude
represents the higher altitude at which the bypass or the water-injection
configuration could cruise at the same flight speed as the fixed inlet.
Because a constant drag with altitude was assumed, such an estimate is
quite conservative because of the reduction of the zero lift-drag force
as compared
trends thus
comparative

tith the increase in induced-drag force. Nevertheless, the
obtained give a significant qualitative representation of the
capabilities of the inlet system being anslyzed.

●

. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The variation of the ratio of critical inlet airflow to engine cor-
rected airflow with the basic fixed inlet is shown in figure 3 for a
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operating at constant maximum rotative speed. The iulet
matched at ~ = 0.85 wl}h choking occurring in the mini- ““” ‘ -

Subsonic inlet performa@ce~&as based on a pressure re-
supersonicallythe recovery included normal shock losses

and 0.95 subso&c-diffuser perfomnance u~ to- ~ = ‘1.35. Above this speed

representative fixed inlet data were used. .The rapid increase of the in-
let airflow tith flight speed indicates ~he:~irflow spillage necessary to
match the turbojet engine over the range;of flight Mach numbers. At Mach
2.0, the spillage is about 50 percent of:the.totsl engine airflow. Al- ““”’ “w-
though this appesxs to be a lsxge excess,airflow spillage requirement, “G-1
this quantity still lies within the practical range of bypass and

m

translating-compression-surfacesystems.

Matching the inlet and engine airf~ws By water in~ection, as pre-
viously mentioned, is discussed in appen~ix C. The result of applying
this matching method to the engine airfl,owcharacteristic of the.previous
figure is indicated in figure 4. The net effect of reducing the tempera-
ture of the air ahead of the engine was $0 Increase the engine corrected
airflow and to reduce slightly the diffuser corrected airflow. Thus, the
required airflow spillage (fig. 3) was rkduced, and the inlet and engine

.-

airflow could be matched over the speed range from ~ = 1.5 to 2.0 with
less than a 3-percent liquid-air ratio (fig. 4). Therefore, this match-

,

ing technique affords higher engine airflows and no additive drags so that
—

the net propulsive thrust of the fixed inlet system is significantly ‘- .
improved.

In addition, for those current turbojet engines which are compressor-
inlet total-temperaturelimited at about ~ = 2.0 in the tropopause,
water injection may be used to extend t~is speed range. Since the
co~ressor-inlet temperature at the match point at ~ = 2.0 (fig. 4) was

considerably below the assumed limiting !tmqperature}To = 706° R, with

water injection the flight speed was emended to the value which resulted
in this compressor-inlettemperature. + seen in figure 4, the matched “- ‘--–
flight speed, based on engine limit at ~-= 2.0 without water injection, -

can be increased over 25 percent without encountering airflow spillage at
liquid-air ratios of only 3 to 5 percent. Although this is a significant

.-

increase in engine tolerance, airplane ~erformaace potential will probably
be less because of the &Lrplsne dreg ri$e @th speed.

Inlets with water injection can be :convenientlycompared with other
engine-inlet airflow matching technique$ on a pod-nacelle propulsive- -
thrust basis. Such a comparison is made ififigure 5. A fixed-geometry

—.

inlet degigned for maximum I@ of 2.0 l@s been used as the frame of ref- .
erence, and the ordinate of figure 5 re@esents the relative propulsive
thrust between itiand the specific matclji~ system being considered.

.
The variable-geometry inlets, bypa+s ~d translating spike, were

sized at ~ = 0.85 (altitude, 35,000 ft) and the bypass was designed for

,—
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shock on cowl-lip performance at ~ = 2.0. Although translating the
. spike at the sizing Mo allowed a slightly smaller nacelle, the actual

nacelle size was set by the engine-plus-accessorymsximum cross-sectional.
srea, which effectively resulted in three nacelles of the ssme size and
about the ssme geometry. Since the effect of cowl pressure drag is not
included in the net propulsive thrust analysis, the effect of a slightly
smaller capture aea for the translating-spike inlet is neglected. The
data were selected for inlets hating the same cowl-lip slope, and the by-
pass dischsrge angle was such as to”allow approximately sxial dischsrge
of the spilled airflow.

The lage thrust augmentation characteristics of the water-injection
system sre immediately apparent from the comparison presented in figure
5. The translating-spike and the bypass inlet (which have comparable per-
formance) achieve only about one-hslf the thrust augmentation level of
the liquid-injection inlet. For the range of Mach nunibersbetween 1.5
and 2.0, the propulsive thrust of the water-injection system is from 17
to 56 percent higher than that of the best performing variable-geometry
inlet and from 20 to 130 percent higher than the thrust of the fixed inlet.
These lsrge thrust increases resulted chiefly from Increased engine sd.r-
flows and engine pressure ratio and provide considerable margin for im-.
proved airplane speed, maneuverability, acceleration, and altitude.

. Above Mach 2.0 (where the data are based on the fixed-geometry-inlet
cruise thrust at Mach 2.0), the water-configuration thrust drops off
rapidly with increased Mach number because of increased inlet total-
pressure losses at off-design inlet operation. The bypass and translating-
spike inlets terminate at Mach 2.0 because the assumed inlet temperature
limitation (on the turbojet engine) occurs at this speed.

Although water injection increased the propulsive thrust of the con-
figuration considered, it did so at the expense of an increase in the
liquid flow rate; for both fuel and water are being consumed. The volume
and weight of the water required necessarily replace fuel-load and reduce
total endurance time below that of the basic fixed-geometry inlet con-
figuration. In order to evaluate this added liquid consumption and de-
termine its over-all effect on vehicle performance, the specific ltquid
impulse ((lb thrust/(lb liquid consumed)(sec))was computed for the water-
injection and bypass cases and compared with that of the basic fixed-
geometry inlet. These results are presented in the lower half of figure
6.

On the basis described, the bypass inlet displayed the best impulse
performance over the entire speed range. Assuming complete evaporation,.
the specific impulse of the water-injection configuration was only approxi-
mately 90 percent of the value obtainable with the basic fixed-geometry
inlet. The bypass configuration, on the other hand, gave a specific im-.
pulse equal to that of the basic fixed-geometry configuration at Mach 1.5
and a value 35 percent greater at Mach 2.0.
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examination revesls, however, that such a comparison is quite
for the comparison at each:Mac.hnumber is being made at un-
levels between configurations..As indicated in figure S;

the propulsive thrust level with water injection is considerably greater
than that for the bypass configuration.’An additional compsxison at equal
thrust levels was, therefore, also made.by assuming reduced fuel flow and
pertial afterburning for the water-inje~tip~ case to reduce its thrust
first to the level of the basic fixed-geometry configuration and then to
the level of the bypass configuration.

On this basis the impulse of the w@er-injecti.on configuration may
be improved about 10 percent for most of the Mach number range. Although
only comparison with the fixed-geometryt~st level is shown, the per-
formance at the bypass thrust level is :aboutthe ssme except at Mach 2.0,
where the impulse is 10 percent greater:. The rapid impulse decrease above
Mach 1.8 for the comparison with the f~xed:inlet case is attributed to
changing the engine operating match point.

To demonstrate the influence evaporation effectivenesshas upon the
specific impulse, the variation for no ~evaporationand no thrust augmenta-
tion is also included in the lower half of figure 6. The region bounded
by the upper and lower curves for courp~.eteand no evaporation represents
the range of practical impulses attainq%le in an airplane installation.
The degree of evaporation achievable iria practical installationwaE not
considered herein.

Included in the upper half of figqre 6 is the veriation in total liq-
uid consumed by the vsrious matching systems under consideration. Again -
the basic fixed-geometry inlet is used’as a basis for comparison. Over
the Mach number range from 1.5 to 2.0, ,the.water-in~ectionsystem progres-
sively consumes from 25 to 240 percent “morZ”liquid than either the bypass
or fixed-geometry systems. The bypass ’andfixed-geometry configurations
have about equal liquid consumption because their pressure recoveries sre
nearly the same.

On the basis of equal propulsive thrust levels, the water-injection
matching technique compares considerably more favorably. Essentially,
the same total liquid consumption results@th either the water-injection
or the basic fixed-geometry inlet and at Mach 2.0 is only 56 percent
greater for the water-injection system th~ for the bypass system.

The liquid consumption indicated in figure 6 does not reflect the
relative changes in fuel flow necessary t~operate the engine at psrtial
sfterburn~ng. No data are presented for these changesj however, it was
found that for the case of complete evaporation (full afterburning) the
fuel flow increased from 13 to 50 perc+nt.” However, at equivalent thrust
levels (or partial afterburning} the fuel consumed with water injection
was from 20 to 60 percent of that of the bypass inlet and 16 to 40 percent
of that of the fixed inlet.

.

.
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Because the water-injection system has demonstrated thrust capabil-

. ities above and considerably beyond those of the bypass, translating-
spike, and fixed inlets, it affords reserve power to increase vehicle
flight altitude over that possible with other inlet matching systems. A
comparison between the bypass and water-injection systems based upon per-
centage of altitude increase over the basic fixed-geometry inlet is pre-
sented in figure 7. Water injection increased the fixed-inlet cruise
altitude from about 8 to 35 percent at 45,000 feet and from 5 to 22 per-
cent at 55,000 feet. At both altitudes, the percentage of altitude im-
provement with the bypass inlet was about one-ha~ of that obtained by
the water-injection system.

.

.

It is apparent that the use of water injection for engine-inlet match-
ing provides an adequate means for improving engine-inlet airflow compati-
bility with simultaneous thrust augmentation. Although the liquid quan-
tities consumed by such a system are large compsred with those of other
matching techniques, use of water injection in combination with another
matching technique such as a bypass msy be desfiable to tske advantage
of the short-term thrust augmentation of the former. Consideration should
be given to using water injection in order to provide added facility for
maneuvering, acceleration, and increased altitude for aircraft currently
utilizing vsriable-geometry schemes for engine-inlet matching. If en-
durance time can be compromised, water injection may also serve as a less
mechanically complex system for engine-inlet matching.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

An analysis of engine-inlet matching by means of evaporation cooling
due to water injection in the subsonic diffuser of a supersonic propulsion
system indicated the following results:

1. Engine-inlet airflow matching was achieved over Mach numbers of
1.5 to 2.0 with no spillage and liquid-air ratios up to 0.03. Associated
net propulsive thrusts were 17 to 56 percent greater than that of the
best performing vsriable-geometry inlet.

2. For a typical turbo~et engine with the compressor-inlet temperature
limited at Mach 2.0, the maximum permissible flight speed was increased 25
percent without spillage.

3. Specific liquid impulses of the water-injection system were con-
siderably lower than that of a bypass inlet and were abut equal to that
of a fixed-geometry inlet without water injection. The total liquid con-
sumed by the water-injection system, at matching for Mach 2.0, wss 240
percent as much as that of the bypass inlet. However, at equal thrust
levels, the total liquid consumed was only 56 percent greater than that
of the bypass-system value.
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4. The lsxge absolute thrust gainsldue to water injection increased
the cruise altitude of a vehicle using @ bypass inlet from 55,~0 to
60,CX)0feet and for a fixed inlet syste@ from 55,000 to 67,000 feet at a
free-stream Mach number of 2.0.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory : -
National Advisory Couunitteefor Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, October 16, 1956

.
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APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

co
u)

$

‘v

D

F

Ah
.

‘z

%

I

M

m

P

P

Q

R

T
-

t

. w

e3ea, sq ft

choked area

specific heat
water vapor

specific heat
water vapor

drag, lb

thrust, lb

at constant pressure, 0.241 for air and 0.448 for
at Iow pressure, Btu/(lb}(OR)

at constant volume, 0.172 for air and 0.337 for
at low pressure, Btu/(lb)(oR)

latent heat of vaporization, Btu/lb

sltitude, ft

altitude increment, ft

liquid enthalpy, Btu/lb

vapor enthalpy, Btu/lb

specific impulse, (Fn - Ds)/wf or (Fn - Ds)/(wf + Wz), sec

Mach nuniber

molecular wetght

total pressure, lb/sq ft

static pressure, lb/sq ft

heat transferred, Bh/sec

gas constant, ft-lb/(lb)(oR]

total temperature, %

static temperature, ‘R

weight flow rate, lb/see
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W4 e
-m- corrected weight flow ratio per u~it area, lb/(sq ft)(sec)

T ratio of specific heats, 1.4 for ~ir

5 generalized correctionparameter,’P/2116
)

r e corrected temperature ratio, m.

P density, lb/cu ft

+ relative hutidttY) Pv/PB.v.

Subscripts:

a

cr

crit

e

eff

f

fg

i

z

n

s

S*V.

v

o

1

2

3

air

cruise

critical

engine

effective

fuel flow

fixed geometry

inlet

liquid

net

spillage

saturated vapor

vapor

free-stream conditions

before evaporation

after evaporation

compressor inlet

.

.-

..

.—

.
.,

.

.

$
%

—

.-

b

=.

.

—

—

.

.

.

.—
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4 turbine outlet
.

5 exhaust nozzle

m
m
$

.&i
c)

z
Cy

v
v
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.
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APPENDIX B
.—

CAUXKATION OF ONE-DIMENSIONALFLOW WITH

OF WATER IN A CONSTANT-AREA

COMPLEIKEEVAPORATION

CHANNEL

In order to evaluate the effect of :coolinga subsonic stream by evap-
oration in a constant-area channel, as s’hewnin the fol.lowingsketch, the
followtng assumptions were made: ~

‘z

(1)

(a

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

The mass

and

I \ I

I
Station 1 Q ‘--2

Frtctionless flow from station;l to 2.

Complete evaporation of liquid!between stations 1 and 2.

,

. . .---

tv=tz.

Q-(),

Fluid is perfect gas before a@ after water evaporation.

Vaxiation of the specific heat with temperature of the mixture
during evaporation is small and is therefore neglected.-- ..—

flow continuity between stations 1 and 2 is
-.

W2 ()‘1
=wa, l+—

‘a
(Bl)

where all subsequent subscripts
1. Assuming that the liquid is
tion, the momentum equation is

‘1 = Wa -.—

a ere used interchangeablywith station
injected normal to the streamwise direc- .

—
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.

.

.

.

.

(B2)

Rewriting, in terms of total temperature before and after evaporation,
equations (Bl), (B2), and the equation of state p = pRt gives

4fT2 % 1

r

Y2 a
—=%

‘1

()

WI ~
1+’~

a

where

‘“M*
T2 can be found from reference 4 as

r2 = ( ‘)
~~‘z Cp,v

Wa Cp a

T-a
~ + ‘2 Cv,v

w
a cv, a

(B?))

and the gas constant R2 for the mixture is

In order to obtain T2 in equation (B3), the energy equation per

pound of dry air at station 1 and the water-vapor - air mixture at station
2 msy be written aa

where the vapor velocity is assumed equal to the air velocity at station 2.
By rearranging terms and partially accounting for the vapor velocity at
station 2 by sasuming that t2 = tl,z (in case of the final term only),

the energy equation becomes

.
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T2

Therefore, by using

T1~ Ml) and wZ/wa,

;a+wl,d - cp,v%,21

—

=“--%’~+~b:) (B4) ‘

equations (B3) and (B4) and selecting values for
~ and the corresponding corrected airflow ~

Krz

F)
526

q
we

()
%?

6A2= ~2+1 ~y2,M2

~

()

T2+1

2

may be found by using

t 590 F
1,2 =

ya= 1.4

Tv = 1J33

Ra ~

%= K= ?“622

and

= 29
. ‘a

Results of these calculations are presented in
figure 2.

nondimensional form in

.
-.

.

The relative humidity of the air at station 2 is found by using the
equation of stat-e p = pR~, Daltonfs law of psx’tislpressures P2 = Pa +

pv, and the expression for mass flow. :Bycombining these expressions,

the relative humidity may be expressed as a function of altitude, free-
stream Mach number, inlet Mach number, pre-ssurerecovery} liquid-air ra-
tio, and the Mach number titer evapora~ion:

.
—

.

.

, ,—
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(y)
‘z ‘v——
Wa Ra +yM2

v=
()

alp

‘2 % +r#: P1
+ ——
Wa Ra

(B5)

Since p~ovo = p(t2) and since all the other conditions are ~wn, or can

be found, the relative humidity for a given inlet operating condition is
obtainable.

.

.

.

.
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APPENDIX c

.

●

ENGINE-INLET MATCHING WITH EVAPORATIVE COOLING

MDUIDCW TBETURX)ZIZ?lENGIITl!l

I

wJwa”

.

.:.

A graphical method was used for otitaininga simultaneoussolution to
the engine-inlet matching problem with ;ev~oration cooling. The preceding
sketch represents s,cross plot of fide 2’for the given initial corrected
airflow and for a given Mach nuuiberin the-_tropopause. The solid curve “–
represents the critical inlet airflow behind the terminal shock and ahead
of the liquid-injection section (see fig. 1) in the diffuser. Because
the inlet airflow is larger than the required engine airflow at supersonic –
speeds (fig. 3), the excess must be spilled ahead of the inlet cowl with
resulting high drags. Without such spillage the hlet and engine could
be considered as being matched. Howev&, ‘spillagedoes exist in this

-.

case, and it may be considered as the &r$in of “mismatch!’between the
inlet c~acity and the engine requirement. Since the inlet and engine
sre mismatched by about 50 percent at l$ach2.0, for exsmple, the inlet
corrected airflow for this -conditionis less than the critical inlet flow
and is represented by point a. If a l~quid-air ratio (wZ/wa)b less than “–

the matched liquid-air ratio (w~/wa)d is selected, T2 can be computed

from equation (B4). This gives the ef~ect~ve engine operating temperature ~~
whereby the corrected engine airflow cAn be found:

.
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where

17

beff ~ ~—=0
62

Point b is still subcritical. However, increased amunts of liquid
injection (wZ/wa)c and (wl/wa)d result in the curve abed and estab-

lish the matched liquid-air ratio (wZ/wa)d a% which the inlet operates
co
2 without spillsge. From the sketch it is easily seen how the diffuser-
+ discharge corrected airflow is reduced and the engine corrected airflow

is increased as the liquid-air ratio is increased.

In order to restrict relative humidities to unity at station 2, equa-
tion (B5) was used to determine the value at the successive points a, b,

y and c. No conditions with relative hmnidities greater than unity were

g considered and were not required to achieve the match point.
u

1.
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Figure 3. - Variation of ratio of crit-.
ical inlet airflow to engine airflow
with free-stream Mach number. Alti-
tude, 35,000 feet and above.
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Figure 5. - Comparison of net propulsive thrust
ratios. Altitude, 35,000 feet.
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